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(What follows is intended for those who would apply the science of cosmic clock to the cycles of the teachings of the Ascended Masters of the 

Great White Brotherhood (of Light) as given through their Messengers, Mark and Elizabeth Clare Prophet using the science of cosmic astrology.  

I have applied this science of cycles using the astrology of the cosmic clock, daily since 2002.  I have applied this science for almost 20 years 

now.  What follows is the product of these cycles as they would outpicture this year, unless mitigated by your prayers and decrees, the proverbial 
finger in the dike.  Herein, I apply the science of light and the cosmic clock with my understanding of esoteric and mundane astrology to translate 

the hand writing on the wall of returning karma for the walk on the path, home. Light flushes out darkness.  This is a new age astrology for the 

initiate on the Path, for their soul’s odyssey of her return home. The path is the individuals walk with God.  Astrology of the cosmic clock was 
given to us to read the hand writing upon the wall, the Message of the Stars and for the initiate to apply the everlasting gospel to know love’s 

victory over our karma and the causative patterns of our habits and momentums.) 
 

 

 

What does Maitreya say about cosmic astrology and the cosmic clock? Maitreya teaches 

in “Astrology of Twin Flames, March 24th, 1985 that… the Divine Mother…the feminine light as 

Universal Shakti draws together once again the disparaged and decimated parts of the soul. 

Maitreya teaches that divine (cosmic) astrology is the next level of the teachings given by 

Mother Mary on the cosmic clock. 
         

In 1991 Sanat Kumara sponsored the reunion of Twin Flames.  In 1991 we were given a 

final 33 years to finish the Mission of the Summit Lighthouse. In 1991 Helios delivered the 

judgment upon the Power Elite and gave each ones Holy Christ Self a Scepter of the Trinity for 

the judgment of the Power Elite.  In 2021 Maitreya’s Mystery School entered the 1 o’clock line 

of Aquarius in the 38th year for the redemption of Twin Flames. The Cosmic cycles of the 1991 

dispensations entered Cancer in the 31st year, in 2021. 

 

To understand the events of 2021, we must understand the Serpent’s time frame for the 

sweeping of Twin Flames from the wilderness, see Revelations chapter 12. In 1984 Maitreya’s 

Mystery School reopened and Twin Flames were called to the wilderness where the Woman and 

her seed were carried on the wings of a Great Eagle. This angered the Serpent who, Revelations 

12 tells us, spews out of its mouth a great flood, to sweep them away. 

 

In 1985 Mother told us that the fallen angels had changed their strategy.  This was 

accompanied by El Morya’s announcement on 2/3/85 that the fallen angels were no longer 

allowed to attack the Guru.  Their strategy was from 1985 onward to strip the chelas from the 

Guru.  Hence, the Goddess of Liberty, 8/10/85, delivered “The 24-year plan”, to bond to the 

heart of the Messengers in order to bond to the heart of Maitreya.  At summer solstice 1985, 

Archangel Michael announced the beginning of a 33-year cycle, for the playing out of many of 

the prophecies of Revelations, 1985-2017.  This 33-year period was for the playing out of this 

strategy of the Serpent.  We are now dealing with the fallout of this strategy.  Will the people 

rally in the coming revolution and meet the tribulation from the higher consciousness, of Cosmic 

Christ Peace? 

 

In 1991 Saint Germain told us that the Legions of Hades began to incarnate.  They are 

called the Millennials and the indigo generation.  Revelations chapter 9 teaches us that their king 

is Abaddon, called Apollyon in Greek, the god of plagues, currently at 4 degrees Scorpio. The 

Nephilim have historically used viruses as a means of population control and in battle, as late as 

the Bush CIA, arming the Iraqi army against the Iranians, in the 1980s. 
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In 2012 the Serpent returned to Maitreya’s Mystery School to fulfill the prophecy of 

Revelations chapter 12 and the Mayan Prophecy. The astrology of 2012 began to play out as 

events during the period of the configurations of the seven Pluto-Uranus squares.  These squares 

played out against the backdrop of the 45-year cycle of Saturn Uranus that began in 1988 during 

the mega conjunction at zero degrees Capricorn.  This coincided with the dispensation of the 

initiation of our hearts by the Holy Spirit and the out picturing of the four horsemen by those 

who accommodate the Guru and the teachings.  Saturn-Uranus cycle entered its final square in 

2021 before they conjoin once again in 2032, the prophesied end of the cycle of war.  This cycle 

of initiation began in 1988 at the beginning of this 45-year Saturn-Uranus cycle for the initiation 

of our hearts to receive Christ (parable of the vestal virgins and oil in their lamps), the water 

bearer of Aquarius, in selfless love and put an end to war on the planet.   

 

Nicolas Tesla wrote an article published in Century Magazine in June 1900.  It was 

republished in the Marshall Report May 21st, 2021.  Please read the article.  Like Nostradamus 

he tells us that, “I could see the past, present and future all at the same time.”  Tesla talks about 

the stars and our ties to them, we feel them, he tells us.  He tells us how the Sun changes our 

consciousness by changing our vibration, frequency and the velocity of our thoughts and 

feelings. The outcome of civilization is determined by which force is applied.  These forces 

direct the onward movement of man or retard that movement (Uranus’, electronic belt).  Life is 

mass moved by a force, he says.  He calls the God Force the F-force and the Cabal (Illuminati) 

force the r-force, the force of destruction and darkness pulling down man’s consciousness to the 

lower vibration and frequencies, of low velocity.  In other words, mentally and emotionally 

dense. The Master’s refer to this as the darkness of man’s ignorance…of the Father’s law. 

History has labeled it the dark ages under the church.  Revelations has labeled it the Church Age, 

chapter 20.  The hierarchy of the Ruby Ray teaches us that this is #4, the anti-church and the 

false hierarchy of anti-apostles and false pastors. 

 

 This article is significant because it explains Maitreya’s teachings on the Astrology of 

Twin Flames from a scientific perspective.  A science that has been suppressed by the Cabal that 

we know as the Illuminati.  Known to George Washington as the American Illuminati. 

 

Helios spoke on July 4th, 1991, published in the Pearls of Wisdom Vol 34 No. 40.  His 

judgment has cycled into 2021 in its 31st year onto the six o’clock line.  Helios tells us… 

excerpts 

 

• Unto you is the cup of victory 

• Come for the Judgment of the power elite (review events of 1991) 

• Mighty scepter of the Trinity in the hand of the Holy Christ Self 

• The Sun consumes all unlike itself.  You can do anything through the Cosmic Christ 

consciousness of the Sun.  Remember that ye are God’s, and He holds you close…the 

only distance you know is time and space conditioned by inharmony (6 o’clock). 

• …the dark clouds of the fallen ones that attempt to cover and eclipse the SUN of your 

I AM Presence. 
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• Let not the eclipse of the sun or moon in any way mar the blessings of the Sun of 

your soul and the Sun of your I AM Presence!  Defeat that astrology…unto you is the 

cup of victory.  Remind yourself daily, I am a son or daughter of Helios and Vesta.  

We are currently under the lunar eclipse of 5 Sagittarius and the solar eclipse of 19 

Gemini. 

• …these wings are the wings of the mind…of God Mercury…of Venus.  Draw down 

the SUN into the lowest depths of the physical plane…unto the 33 steps... you can by 

the power of the SUN rout those fallen ones, bind death and hell, cast them into the 

lake of fire of your own SUN. 

• Fallen ones remain until the people (1st house) decide to reject them, for they will no 

longer worship them, they will no longer accept their standards.  It is YOU who have 

given them haven!  Divest yourselves of all that consciousness…they will no longer 

be able to abide. The earth is …Saint Germain’s and Portia’s and it is their turn with 

God and Goddess Meru to remake this world into the kingdom of heaven and you 

assisting… 

• Fallen ones remain because it is the kingdom of the fallen ones…have set up their 

underworld and they rise from the underworld to move against you. 

• Do not allow it; Helios has placed a mighty scepter in the hand of your Christ Self.  

Call to your Christ Self to use that scepter in the name of the Son of God (SUN) in 

the name of Jesus Christ, Maitreya, Gautama, Sanat Kumara.  Call to him to use that 

scepter… 

• Fallen ones are quaking at 33 levels of hell today (even in 2021), and in the White 

House, Congress, the Supreme Court and in every legislature of this nation and the 

world.  They exist by the sponsorship of the Hierarchy of Light and they are on Earth 

this day wherever they are to now in consciousness that that sponsorship is withdrawn 

from them now (7:56 pm MDT).  They are cut off.  The dispensation is gone, it is 

done with. 

 

Helios says, “Let the decree of the Keepers of the Flame (of the heart) resound that the 

judgment is come in the physical dimension unto those who have misused the chain of 

Hierarchy, every fallen one whosoever followed after that Archdeceiver Lucifer. 

 

Karma is the qualification of God’s energy. Right choices create life and is good karma, 

stored in our casual bodies, the many mansions in heaven.  Wrong choices create death and are 

stored as residual desires in our electronic belts and that of the planet.  Karma is not all bad. 

 

The Masters teach us that the year begins as a light cycle at winter solstice, each year.  

Saint Germain teaches us that the year starts as a divine plan, a new blank page on New Year’s 

Day (see Jan 1st, 1984, Class of the Solar Ring.)  To review the Alpha Thrust for 2021 see the 

document “Winter Solstice 2020 The Jupiter Saturn Star”. 

 

Summer solstice began the second half of the year, when the Sun transited to 0 degrees 

Cancer.  It is, Kuthumi tells us the beginning of the Helios cycle of the year.  It is the Omega 

return of the light of her Son, the Sun.  Kuthumi tells us that we are our Sun (sign) when we are 
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our SON, our Holy Christ Self.  Summer Solstice is the ingress of this the Helios cycle of the 

year.  The sun of Helios enters the Astral plane of the planet’s feeling body where the planet’s 

entire record and memories of mankind’s astral desires fill our unconscious and subconscious.  

Helios, the sun is come to nurture and heal our soul’s feeling bodies, to fill them with God’s 

desiring, his plan for our soul’s restoration. He is come to heal our soul’s inner children, our 

soul’s psychology and to raise up all who will come to Scorpio, in the cycle of the year and meet 

Christ in the air.  Rising to him on the wings of eagles, with Christ in your hearts as his brides, to 

unite with him in the SUN and be transformed into the Phoenix, to fulfill your soul’s destiny.  To 

walk in Jesus Christ’s footsteps and do all that he did and more because he went to our father in 

heaven. 

 

Cosmic astrology and the Cosmic Clock are two aspects of the same science, Maitreya 

teaches us. They follow the same laws. They are translated and understood by applying the 

wisdom teachings of the everlasting gospel, the Teachings of the Ascended Masters through the 

Messengers Mark and Elizabeth Clare Prophet, known as Guru Ma and Lanello, our Gurus of the 

13th Tribe, who bring us to their Gurus, El Morya and Padma Sambhava. 

 

Cosmic astrology and the cosmic clock are the science of practical spirituality, Morya 

tells us, of taking the teachings and making them practical in our lives.  It is what the Maha 

Chohan tells us is the means to apply and assimilate the Guru, the teachings and the path…of 

initiation…in order to pass our tests.  They are the means Mother taught us that provide the 

chelas, the initiates of the Great White Brotherhood, the tools to Predict our Future, and to 

navigate or steer our ship in the Odyssey of our Soul’s Journey Home, to the Kingdom. 

 

Kuthumi provides us the means by which the initiates may master the forces of the Moon 

by invoking the power of the Sun.  See #9 of the Expose of the False Teachings.  He teaches us 

that every creation of man and women, which rests as residual desire, as attachment to material 

substance and the substance of the self, is amplified by the magnetism of the moon.  Like the pull 

of the Moon that creates the tides is the pull of magnetism of this negative mirror upon the 

emotional bodies of the planet and a people.  Kuthumi says that by watching the cycles of the 

moon, the devotees of the sun learn to control by the action of the God flame, the untransmuted 

mood momentums of emotional disturbance and the vanity that becomes insanity (lunacy) when 

mirrored by the moon. 

 

Kuthumi teaches us that the very foundation of the fallen ones and all of the suffering 

(Saturn) that they have brought to humanity has been through the misuse of the energies of the 

moon.  (See Liz Greene, Saturn) 

 

To understand what is playing out in the fall of 2021 and the opportunity provided us 

during the sun’s journey through Scorpio we must understand the sun’s ingress into the Helios 

cycle of the year at Summer Solstice.   

 

The sun entered Cancer in the etheric plane and our etheric bodies.  The etheric plane 

rules the fire element, delivering Fire from Heaven from June 20th to June 28th, 2021 as it transits 
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from 0 Cancer to 7 Cancer 30 minutes.  This is the ingress chart and it sets the stage upon which 

all will play out their choices during the second half of the year. 

 

Summer Solstice Main Features: 

 

1.       Pluto, Lilith (Black Moon or soul) and the Moon are in critical degrees of their signs.  

Moon 9 Scorpio and Pluto (our personal and planetary dwellers i.e., of the Power Elite) at 26 

Capricorn, and Lilith at 

17 Gemini.  Also, in 

critical degrees are the 

Ascendent and 

Descendent at 21 

Aquarius and Leo that 

intercept Pisces and 

Virgo.  These represent 

to the initiate, the 

devotee of Christ, the 

critical points or degrees 

where we must pay 

particular attention.  

They represent critical 

areas on each plume of 

the three-fold flame, 

power, wisdom and 

love, where we will face 

major challenges 

throughout the summer 

and fall of 2021. 

 

2.      Pisces and Virgo are 

intercept in the 1st and 

7th houses by the 

Ascendent, Descendent.  

The soul must meet the 

challenges on the 

Ascendent, Descendent 

and pass them in order 

to meet the challenge 

presented in our Solar Plexus chakra, (particularly in August when the Sun enters Virgo) by 

the records that will be surfacing over the next 6 months as Helios delivers the Judgment that 

will have a major impact upon our soul’s relationships to the many Laggard evolutions that 

we have made, since they came into our families long ago and the damage they caused our 

Twin Flames and own children, even our own inner children.   
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Helios has come with healing in his wings.  Maitreya teaches us that the signs on the lines 

of the Cosmic Clock are the 12 solar houses of the Solar Hierarchs of the Sun.  Our 

initiations under Helios in this cycle of the year will test us and we will need our mastery of 

the five secret rays to turn back these laggard evolutions and the dwellers of the Power Elite 

and their agenda 2021, they are calling, “the Great Reset” as they lead the laggards and their 

own seed in awakening to action in what they are calling, “the Woke”.  This is being done 

under the influence of the electronic belt of Neptune.  We will face this challenge as the 

Aliens and their seed, from the 12th and 13th planet, in Virgo, program the minds of the 

American people to turn against Uncle Sam, Saint Germain, and the Invisible Hand of the 

Great White Brotherhood behind the affairs of America.  Transpluto, the 12th planet, opposes 

Jupiter at 2 degrees Virgo Pisces.   

 

We are called to meet this challenge by first resolving the challenge of the karmic return 

of the karma delivered to the planet to these fallen ones…to whom we are tied by desire.  

Cosmic astrology looks at this karma, made in the past, we call history, that must be cast into 

the flame this summer and fall in order to receive Christ’s healing by the Scepter of the Sun 

delivered by Helios in 1991 on July 4th, to cut our souls free and to bind the Power Elite. This 

July 4th (2021) celebrated the 30th anniversary of this cycle of our souls testing and now is 

initiating our souls on the 6 o’clock line of Cancer in the 31st year that Mighty Victory 

teaches us, is for the public demonstration (in the 7th house) of our mastery of the 12 rays, the 

7 and the 5 (rays) to meet the challenge of our soul’s Odyssey of our journey through the 

summer and fall with Helios, who is come for the Judgment of the Power Elite.  Refer to the 

Reference Section of this document. 

 

3.     The double YOD is the Invisible Hand in America playing out this summer and fall but 

particularly this summer through those who are (the hand of God) able to master the energies 

of the Sun and the returning karma of the fallen ones and laggard evolution on the 1st and 7th 

house axis.  This karma would, if we allow it, cut us off from Cosmic Christ Peace, that inner 

stillness, that is the mastery of the five secret rays that provides souls who have mastered the 

motion of the flow of energy through their feeling bodies under the influence of the Moon 

upon our e-motions.  Enabling them to be in control of their minds and thoughts.   

 

Thus, free from the influences of their alien computers, and Archangel Gabriel tells us, 

their generators that are psychically programming our four lower bodies to the lower 

frequencies and vibrations that slow down our mind’s velocity thus making our souls 

vulnerable to their programming of our minds to the collective consciousness, the mass 

consciousness. Tesla aptly describes this as the r-force of the Cabal, the Great Reset.  It is the 

silencing of the Lambs.  To accept the collective of world communism, the collective mind 

of Neptune’s electronic belt.  Neptune rules both the collective mind and communism, even 

electoral fraud… 

 

The fallen one’s agenda this fall/summer is to challenge all who would come apart and 

gather to the Guru (Jupiter), Uncle Sam (Saint Germain).  These are all who have come to the 

summer of 2021 ready to be the Hand of God (YOD) as taught by Akhenaten.  The challenge 
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we face is coming from the hidden government, the Cabal that Tesla refers to and their Great 

Reset. 

 

The double YOD is at 3 and 9 degrees with Apexes at 3 Gemini (US Midheaven) and 9 

Gemini (North Node). The apexes form the Y in the road for all people in America and the I 

AM Race worldwide, forcing us to choose between the Watchers (Psyche) at 3 Capricorn and 

the Nephilim hierarchy and Abaddon at 3 Scorpio or to choose the middle way.   

 

We are being forced by the Masters to choose as Mother’s chelas at 9 Capricorn to pass 

our initiations or to fall under the weight of the Moon at 9 Scorpio.  The points opposite the 

two apexes are occupied, forming the 4th points in the YODS.  These provide the soul the 

solutions to the challenges that the YOD’s present, the middle way. These points are at 3 

Sagittarius, conjoined the US Nadir, Americas electronic belt that hides our inner children 

who demand freedom and are creating conditions in our old age that cry out to our Holy 

Christ Self for rescue in the 4th house of her people.  The second is at 9 Sagittarius, the 

Dragon’s Tail, our past lifetimes of habits and momentums when we did not uphold the laws 

of the nation and civilizations we were incarnated in from being torn down.  We are called to 

stand on the APEX at the North Node to defend the law and the will of our Father, by the 

Wisdom of our Christ Self’s mind.  One-pointed in the diamond shining mind of God as the 

Twin of Gemini having assimilated the Christhood of Morya (Chela on the Path, last 

chapter).  See Morya, August 7th, 1987).  

 

The unloving component of the soul (Lilith) came through the Alpha Thrust for the year 

in the physical plane of Gemini at 7 Gemini in the 1st decant of the 2nd house.   At summer 

solstice the Nadir is at 7 Gemini where the records not transmuted in Gemini of our karma with 

the Guru and our Christ must now be cast into the flame or played out in the streets of America’s 

communities and in the nations of the I AM Race. 

 

 The quadrant containing the 4th-5th-6th houses of the souls of the American people is 

where we must chart new patterns calling upon the Lord, the Divine Mother and the Ascended 

Masters to outpicture the casual bodies of the Masters through Mercury, Sun, North Node and 

Venus. They do this to consume the hatred of the Guru and the Messengers by the black souls, 

the black hearts of Lilith at 17 Gemini conjunct Mercury.   

 

Lilith occupies a critical degree of the mutable signs, the yellow cross of illumination’s 

flame manifest as Christ wisdom.  Our souls are called to create new thought patterns of Christ’s 

motives, reasoning and logic.  We must control what we think, emptying our mental bodies of all 

the world’s thoughts then calling for the casual bodies of Morya and legions of Mercury to fill us 

with God’s Wisdom.  So that we may take right action to achieve God’s plan (will) for 

2021…for our souls and the souls of our Twin Flames.   

 

We are called to let the rising karma pass into the flame and to wash at the well, 7 times.  

We are called to wash the karma of the betrayal of the Messengers (Mercury) by the souls ruled 

by the black moon, that now returns as a burning desire to carry out the plans (made by Lilith in 
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Gemini) they thought up, that now are become feelings and emotions…their physical desires.  

Their plans are the rising tide of the Great Reset.   

 

Old patterns of our habits and momentums, represented by the south node at 9 Sagittarius 

are being carried out in the 10th house 1st decant (how we organize ourselves within our nations 

and church) as the revenge and retaliation against God and his Son (see chart).  Amoghasiddhi 

tells us that this is the poison of envy, of the volition that separated them from God.  They lust 

after the authority of the Son and his mantle which they believe to be theirs.  This envy, Mother 

tells us, plays out in Gemini as duality that seeks God Power over man, the rule of man, not law.  

He takes this power by attacking the Mother and her child(ren), in Cancer.  These are the past 

records of the Dragon’s Tail, that old serpent that spewed out of his mouth to sweep the Woman 

and her seed from the wilderness, from Maitreya’s Mystery School. (Revelations chapter 12) 

 

 The key is the soul’s vulnerability, the North Node at 9 Gemini in the 4th house first 

decant, her MOOD momentums, the habit patterns and momentums, the causation of the soul’s 

returning karma.  For those on the path who have emptied themselves of their satellites, Maitreya 

teaches us, they will reap their good karma of the new patterns they have diligently worked on 

with Vairochana and the five Dhyani Buddhas, in the preceding cycles.  The North Node is 

conjunct Mercury.  They know to call upon the Lord.  They know that they must hold the balance 

for the rest of us, so the awakening people can develop new habit patterns as they leave off the 

Great Whore and the beast of Babylon the Great…and come out from among the Loyalists of the 

Great Reset and join the Patriots gathering to Uncle Sam, a term of endearment that describes 

how close they keep him to their hearts. Americans call Saint Germain, Uncle and they are 

coming apart in 2021 to gather to him, as he prepares Merlin to return to Camelot to fulfill his 

destiny (see Saint Germain, the Wedding and the War). 

 

 These cycles of the Ruby Ray are known by the fallen angels, Maitreya teaches us.  Lilith 

prepares their plots against Uncle Sam at 17 Gemini square the Messenger’s Sun at 17 Aries in 

her celestial astrology.  They plot to move against Guru Ma and her unascended chelas in 

Capricorn who keep the flame in the Mystery School in the Community of the Holy Spirit, on the 

South Gate, under the Hierarchy of the Ruby Ray. 

 

 The rising karma must be cast into the flame or it will play out through Lilith, the 

Castaways, the daughters of the Nephilim, taken as wives by the Watchers (Psyche) at 3 

Capricorn.  They are the daughters of Mara, sent to strip the chelas, the brides of Christ from 

their Lord.  They come to poison the well so that the soul and the lost components (Goddess of 

Wisdom 1977) of her soul, her inner children will reject the Divine Love of the Mother 

embodied in her Christ Self, who comes to gather her children and the components of their souls, 

the lost sheep.  They (Lilith) come to counter the F- Force of wholeness and healing with their 

poison of hatred and anger against the Mother. 

 

 They come to counter the Judgment of Helios 1991 and the scepter given the soul’s Holy 

Christ Self who now stands in the 31st year in Cancer on the 6 o’clock line, having taken his 

bride, and who now wields the scepter to gather the soul’s lost components, to heal them.  These 

are our inner children, lost in the astral sea on the I.C.  This is the woman at the well with Jesus.  
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The bridegroom would make his brides whole, restoring the divine feminine principle of the soul 

to her original pure estate.  He is come in the Helios cycle of 2021 to make his brides the Holy 

Women whom he will train to be World Teachers as they follow him on his Mission to gather the 

people, who will become the 2nd wave or generation, of 1 million (Morya), who gather to Saint 

Germain to fulfill the mission of the Summit Lighthouse.  These Holy Women (souls, male and 

female) will emerge from the 1st Resurrection as the Lamb’s Wife and walk with him as World 

Teachers as prophesied and promised by Jesus of all who have come prepared to run the 

sackcloth race with him, as Emmanuel with us. 

 

 The key to the victory on the Nadir, of this Judgment of Helios, is the North Node 

conjunct Mercury and Lilith.  The question is are “We the People” prepared having mastered our 

mood momentums and can We the People stand with the Messengers, as Helios delivers the 

judgment in Cancer in the 31st year upon the Power Elite (1991).  The answer lies with our Christ 

Self, does the soul stand with her Bridegroom at 0 Cancer ruling her Personalities (the crew of 

her ship) and having been made whole (components of her Inner Children) or is she ruled by her 

personalities (antichrist) because her personality’s selfish love rejects the cries of her soul’s inner 

children.  This is the poison of Lilith, that the soul must deal with over the next 6 months of the 

Helios cycle of the year.  This will be the focus this fall-summer as the Son (SUN) transits our 

emotional body to gather and heal the lost components of our souls, of Twin Flames.  We must 

come prepared to the harvest cycle of the year, at fall equinox.  Maitreya tells us to empty our 

space of its satellites and all the things we surround ourselves with so he can enter and make us 

whole.  See Sun in Virgo, emotional body, Hades 11 Cancer square Chiron 11 Aries opposed by 

Mercury 10 Libra. 

 

 The soul is being tested this summer and fall, whether she will sit under her own Vine & 

Fig Tree and be God taught or will she succumb to the dominant egos in church and state instead 

of following her Holy Christ Self and merge with Maitreya this summer to prepare for what is 

coming. Her choice is between Lunar Node, Mercury, Sun and Venus developing new habit 

patterns of emptying and being filled or to follow the past and the dominant egos so prevalent 

today in our nation(s).  These latter outpicture their karma as Lilith at 17 Gemini, the Legions of 

Hades at 10 Cancer come to re-form America and separate Twin Flames from each other and 

from the Guru; and of Mars at 5 Leo who has not learned his lessons of the last 40 years in the 

Wilderness and therefore cannot enter the promised land of the Kingdom of the Coming 

Revolution in Higher Consciousness.  The latter are forming the ranks of the American Loyalists 

supporting the counter revolution of the Great Reset, fulfilling the prophecy of Guru Ma to her 

chelas and the Keepers of the Flame, of soul Freedom.   

 

The former are those who are becoming in 2021 the Lambs Chosen and Faithful in 

Cancer who are separating out, being gathered by angels of Saint Germain to make their FINAL 

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE from the fallen angels and are becoming the Patriots of 

the Coming Revolution, the Revolution of America’s third century.  They are becoming the 

balanced three-fold flame in the Heart of a Planet.  They are the Creative Minority that Arnold 

Toynbee tells us are the creators of a new civilization and culture.  These are the first fruits of the 

first generation whom Sanat Kumara tells us are the teachers, the ministers ordained to preach, 

those called to publish, who join the publishing team and those ordained to provide the force 
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field of survival, all of whom Sanat Kumara says, “set yourselves to the task”.  We are called to 

prepare for the coming second generation who will merge their casual bodies with Maitreya’s to 

raise up succeeding generations and Pass the Torch till in 15 Generations, in 500 years, Maitreya 

incarnates to deliver the teachings, the law, and God-Government under the Maxim Light and 

Morya tells us, to meet the challenge of the return of the 12th planet. 

 

 The Brides and Grooms are come to meet the challenge in Cancer of all who are 

attacking the universal Divine Mother in her sons and daughters.  Her Sons and Daughters are 

wielding the Scepter of the Trinity to judge fallen angels, the Power Elite and their choice to 

follow Lucifer in the Great Reset, once again to rebel against the Coming of Christ, then and 

now in 2021. 

 

 The focus this summer and fall is on the patterns of our MOODs in the 10th house, of our 

desires for standing and position in our communities and their organizations.  Will we follow the 

dominant minority …of the Modreds, the laggard evolutions and their mood momentums and 

their attachments to material substance and the substance of the ego (Kuthumi) and play out the 

duality (Gemini) on the Nadir of the poison of revenge and retaliation of the Dragon, that old 

Serpent in Revelations chapter 12 and attack the Lamb’s chosen and faithful…the Patriots in 

America, as the Coming Revolution begins to unfold in 2021, as the great awakening.    

 

Many believe this is rocking the boat and in the quadrant of the 4-5-6th houses this 

challenges those who have found comfortability in 2021.  Many believe this is outside the 

current norms of the social, religious, political and economic organizations of our communities’ 

group think and codependency upon the dominant EGOS of the last 40 years.   

 

 The karma returning (positive) upon the Nation and her peoples is wholeness for the souls 

moving with the Great White Brotherhood to meet the coming challenges (as taught by Maitreya 

and Kuthumi), as our salvation.  Or it is the karma of old debts and old patterns, unchanged over 

the last 40 years, as the dark night of the soul that is now playing out this fall and summer as the 

warring in our members across the 12 aspects of the soul’s houses and in that of the nation’s 

houses.  Now in 2021 in the 31st year it falls upon the Christ and his brides, the Holy Women to 

raise the Scepter of Helios in the Judgment of the Power Elite in the 31st year in Cancer for the 

defense of the Guru (2/3/85); the defense of the Nation; and the defense of the Nation’s children 

and the souls of Twin Flames, and our inner children. 

 

 Lilith, Hades, and Mars are the personalities of our ship’s crew, the causes behind our 

hidden inner children, throughout the eons of our incarnations.  They rejected the light of the 

Divine Mother, pulling down her purity in all manner of misuse of the base chakra and the light 

of the child, the soul.  They choose to follow Lucifer and fulfill the Mayan Prophecy in the Great 

Reset.  They are becoming the Loyalists amongst the American people, the 90 %.  They are 

programmed to Reset, to pre 1776 and pre 2 AD, even pre-Flood of Noah.  They are replaying 

their original rebellion in heaven, following Lucifer. 

 

 Make the calls for God Surya and the God Star at 13 Sagittarius 49 minutes, on the 5th 

house 3rd decant cusp, to consume all ignorance that is at the core of the vibration, frequency, 
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and velocity of the Mass of Man’s consciousness that the Masters call spiritual blindness and 

emotional-mental density that is the motive of man’s ambition in the 5th house instead of the 

defense of our children and inner children.  This is a causative pattern that may underlay the 

achievements of the chela (disciple) Venus who is called at 22 Cancer to have come to Summer 

Solstice 2021 with the mastery of energy as Chela of the Guru and as Bride of her Christ Self.   

 

Can we defend the Destiny of America with the soul’s mastery after 40 years in the 

Wilderness?  Can we withstand the Flood out of the Mouth of the Serpent (5/20/2012) manifest 

as the solar eclipse of our Presence at 0 Gemini, during the Precession of the Equinoxes and the 

planets in configuration during and following the Serpent’s return, come to strip the chelas from 

the Guru to fulfill the prophecy of the Messenger in the winter of 1985?   

 

 The scepter of our Christ Self, given by Helios to Judge the Power Elite, now in 2021 in 

Cancer was also given to defend the Divine Mother and the Guru, fulfilling the prophecy of 

Morya 2/3/85 when the soul must attain to the office of Christ (on the East Gate) against the 

Flood of the Serpent.  Because Morya told us that the attack on the Guru would come and that 

those who attained to the office of Christ must defend the Guru…even Uncle Sam, Saint 

Germain the Hierarch of the Age of Aquarius and his Messengers.  The hour is come for the 

fulfillment of this prophecy and theis promise. 

 

 Many are yet to see absolute evil abroad in the land. Yet the relentless wave of light on 

coming will increase the insanity of those who have rejected the light.  The light of Christ must 

be the light of the world in this coming absolute darkness.  This is the Coming Revolution in 

Higher Consciousness, prophesied by Nicolas Tesla in 1900 and by the Masters through their 

Messengers. 

 

Pisces and Virgo, the solar plexus chakra is intercept in the 1st and 7th planetary houses, 

of the soul’s prison.  They are intercept by the Ascendant Descendant at 21 degrees of Aquarius 

and Leo.  21 degrees is a critical degree in the fixed signs.  This means that the soul in her seat, 

must resolve in the third decant of Aquarius; the history of the soul’s repression of her Lord and 

her allowing the repression of her Lord by outside forces, i.e., other souls repressing our soul, 

traumatizing our soul causing components to be lost as our inner children hide within their prison 

house.   See Goddess of Wisdom 1977. 

 

This is tied to the initiation of our soul to sit under our own Vine & Fig Tree and be God 

taught (1/1/1989 Safe Passage of Ye All- Gnostic’s self-knowledge).  We have been with the 

Masters and their sons and daughters of solitude throughout the ages, of the last 25,800 years and 

in particular the last age, these last 2000 years.  We faced the genocide of our communities any 

number of times.  We faced martyrdom in Jesus Christ’s name any number of times.  These 

events are at the root of our inner children’s issues, of all ages but in particular, early childhood.   

 

The issues of our inner children are rooted in our soul’s psychology and that of our Twin 

Flames.  These are states or conditions of our minds and unless healed by the overshadowing 

Masters they return as conditions in our old age, i.e., today.  This is why the soul needs her 

Christ Self to make her whole and heal all rents in the garments of her 4 lower bodies and 
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chakras.  The psychology of the soul is self-perpetuating unless challenged and the soul healed.  

The abused child grows older to project that abuse upon another child, usually their own as the 

pattern is set in childhood.   

 

The pattern must be changed and change begins in Cancer on the 6 o’clock line. 

Vairochana in Leo offers to change the consciousness of our soul’s personalities by invoking his 

Presence and wisdom to antidote the poison of ignorance…the suffering of your own soul, the 

plight of Twin Flames, and the state and conditions of our inner children.  Leo is on the 

Descendant where all our relationships are affected and where we can call upon the Masters to 

place their electronic presence and casual bodies to replace all old patterns with new divine 

patterns.  They stand ready to answer the call to gather and heal our lost parts, even our Twin 

Flames and their lost parts, for we are one.   

 

 The Ascendant is where we choose to receive our Holy Christ Self and Guru and work 

the works of the Ages…gathering our lost sheep, the components of our souls, and of our Twin 

Flames.  This occurs by and through the adoration of the God Flame as we exalt the flame of our 

Presence in the Heart’s secret chamber and use the secret rays, Cosmos Secret Rays to master the 

12 lines of the clock and the causes behind the abuse of the soul, of Twin Flame’s and of our 

children.   

 

These old patterns, stored as a coil of the South Node that began in Eden and especially 

once we were cast down into the earth, stem from intercourse with the princes of the air, the 

Serpent’s seed in the earth.  There is a long history of abuse of the inner child and the children of 

Twin Flames.  We have karma with fallen ones and laggards who have incarnated in our families 

and we in theirs. Our states of mind and the conditions of our emotional bodies in these 

relationships are the source of these old patterns.  Leo teaches that we are idolatrous and 

sympathetic to our children even when they are abusive of their siblings.  

 

 Call for the Christ of our soul to wield the scepter to gather our soul’s lost components 

and those of our Twin Flames and to heal our inner children.  We must be ready to run this sack 

cloth race with Jesus, as his Twin.  We must be clean, made whole to merge with Jesus to handle 

all the opposition to him by the fallen angels on Terra, especially the Satans.  We must be 

masters of our temple to achieve this and united in spirit with our Twin Flames, as taught by 

Maitreya. 

 

 This intercept by the Ascendant in Aquarius locks out all those who repress their Holy 

Christ Self and the Guru; all who reject the love of the Divine Mother.  Rose of Light taught us 

on 6/29/1990 replayed during the July Class 2021 that the Turning Point began in the Helios 

cycle of 1990, dividing the way between Divine and human love.  Maitreya teaches that we must 

come to the Buddha having emptied self of all human love, the love of self (Scorpio), selfish 

love (Leo) and all possessive love (Taurus).  We are called in Pisces to be masters by self-

sacrifice, sacrificing self upon the cross in the self-less love of Aquarius that enables the soul to 

become the bride of Christ who comes to fasten himself to the cross, the cosmic cross of white 

fire under Maitreya for the judgment…the salvation of the lightbearers and judgment of the 

reprobate.  
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The scepter that Helios gave our Holy Christ Self is given not only to gather and heal but 

to judge the Power Elite who would unleash the 11th persecution as the planets have gathered in 

Capricorn, last seen 1800 years ago that unleashed the 10th persecution of Christ in Man, in the 

Gnostics under the Tetrarchy that ended with Constantine and the Nicaean Council.  Mother 

prophesied in 1996 that by our fiery degrees the fallen ones could not undo the capstone over 

America enabling the Masters to step through the veil to their chelas, not even by another 

holocaust (or persecution). 

 

The Dark Night of the Soul Saint Germain tells us is followed by the Dark Night of the 

Spirit. In 1989 we were given the dispensation of the Safe Passage Ye All by The Mantle of 

Learning, Illumination, and Self-knowledge.   Here we must pass through the nexus of Christ 

who is come for the judgment…this period is called the Tribulation. 

 

 Saturn Uranus Cycle 1988-2032, an 11-year cycle in each of the four planes, corresponds 

to the Sun Cycles of Sun Spots, Solar Flares; and to the 3 Indicators of War and to the Cycle of 

War, Mother told us. 

 

 Uranus Pluto Cycle 2012-2015.  Serpent’s return to the Mystery School. The Testing of  

Twin Flames in Capricorn Aries. Pluto was conjoined Mother’s Mars, Uranus was conjunct 

Mothers Sun and Mercury. This set the stage for the Coming Revolution and the rebellion of the 

Great Reset. 

 

 The Initiation of our Hearts and the heart of the planet (1988), set the stage for the 

Assimilation and the Accommodation of the Guru and the teachings during the dark night of the 

soul and the following dark night of the spirit.  When souls would choose to outpicture the Sun 

Venus Jupiter or Mars, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, the Four Horsemen, the four angels released 

out of the river Euphrates. These would play out as the Cycle of War and the 4 Horsemen during 

the dark night of the soul that followed, Saint Germain said, immediately by the dark night of the 

spirit, both occurring during the Saturn Uranus cycle, 1988-2032. 

 

 The Jupiter Saturn Cycle, May 2000-Dec 2020; and the current new cycle Winter Solstice 

2020 to Winter Solstice 2040, will see many changes in the economy, money supply, and in the 

financial and banking systems of America. See Revelations chapter 18. 

 

The Jupiter Neptune Cycle will conjoin at 23 Pisces 59, in April 2022, 6 months from 

now.  This cycle will play out on the stage within the people, as either the mastery of the casual 

bodies or the electronic belts of these two planets.  Those who have assimilated the Christhood 

of Morya having become the Twin of Gemini will invoke illumination’s flame that will consume 

the ignorance of the people, imparting the Wisdom Teachings and America’s founding principles 

and purpose.  Call for the consuming of the density and blindness of the ignorance of the law in 

American people.  This will test us over the 6 months of the Helios Cycle. Especially the 3 

months over Samsara, the astral sea of the planet and her people’s emotional body, this summer. 
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Jupiter goes retrograde at 2 Pisces challenged by Transpluto at 2 Virgo, giving the people 

a 2nd chance to wake up to the Great Awakening and the spiritual Revival that will eventually 

reach a critical mass, launching the Coming Revolution in Higher Consciousness.  This 

Gathering occurs over the next 10 months, June 2021 – April 2022.  All are being given the 

chance to be VERITY (true) to one’s real self.  This 2nd chance is to go within or to have 2nd 

thoughts (retrograde).  Dividing the way, between the Patriots and Loyalists. 

 

 The Pluto Capricorn Cycle, 2009-2024.  We have three years left to bind our dwellers 

and to bind the power elite in Capricorn before what they have planted as seeds in the 

consciousness of Man will play out in the people as Pluto enters Aquarius. Three years to bind 

the dwellers of the people to mitigate the coming Tribulation of the absolute hatred within the 

hearts of the People, and the planet. 

  

  Aquarius 21 degrees, intercepts the Guru (Jupiter) in Pisces opposed by the 12th planet 

(Transpluto); the Repression of the Guru, the Sun Presence of the soul.  The ego’s personality 

wearing the mask of the chela represses the Guru or the soul receiving the Sun Presence defends 

the Guru.  This can be seen in the souls coming out from the oppressors of America, of Uncle 

Sam and his people, a separate people unto God on the Ascendant.  The Descendant is at 21 Leo, 

here the former are driven by their ambition, to repress the Guru, by usurping the office and 

subverting the authority of the Guru and his chelas, Uncle Sam and his Patriots.  The latter are 

those who have chosen to follow the casual bodies of the Masters, instead of the Planets and the 

electronic belts of the four horsemen, Mars, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. 

 

 Aquarius Leo axis represents the Soul who chooses to re-parent her inner children and 

change her patterns of parenting, removing all impediments to the reunion of Twin Flames (see 

Maitreya’s, The Astrology of Twin Flames) and their merging with the causal body of Maitreya. 

 

 Corresponding with this Initiation is Jupiter’s transit over the 10-month period June 21 – 

April 22, to conjunct Neptune…to work the work of the ages.  Which is to gather the components 

of the soul, of self and of the Nation. 

 

   The judgment of Helios on 7/4/1990 was delivered by Archangel Uriel (see decree 63.02) 

of the expansion and reduction of the crystal cord and three-fold flame.  This occurred as Saturn 

and Uranus were separating from their conjunction that began in 1988.  Saturn and Uranus in 

2021 are in the 32nd year in Leo on the Descendant ….as Saturn squares Uranus, as they 

approach their conjunction in 2032.  The People are choosing to follow the Casual Body or the 

Electronic Belts of the planets.  Kuthumi teaches us in Maitreya’s Discourses, chapter 6 

“Remember the Ancient Encounter” that we create our personal astrology and our psychology 

OUT OF our karma.  He says, we place the planets (their electronic belts, all their negative 

qualities) in orbit in our own (electronic belts i.e., on the nadir) chart.  This becomes then our 

subconscious astrology and our psychology.  Which are one and the same, the focuses of our 

karma.  Maitreya tells us that even if we have balanced our karma, we still have to transmute the 

orbital patterns, the habits that create the karma in the first place or the fallen angels will 

continue to send the energy our way…to trap our soul in a moment of distraction.  
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Helios 7/4 1991 delivered the edict of heaven for the Judgment of the Power Elite, as 

Twin Flames were reunited by the Ancient of Days and the Master sponsored the birth of many 

children, at a time when the Legions of Hades began incarnating in 1991 to bring in the 

NeoCONs new economic order and one world governance of world communism…the Great 

Reset, to begin in 2021.  This edict when charted on the cosmic clock has cycled into Cancer 

and is in its 31st year. 

 

Hades at 10 Cancer are opposing Ma’s chelas at 9 Capricorn 57 minutes.  The latter are 

the rightful occupiers on the South Gate of the office of the Flying Eagle who have flown to the 

Wilderness, the Inner Retreat of Maitreya’s Mystery School in the Western Shambala, the 

Community of the Holy Spirit, upon the Mountains of Capricorn.  The Serpent has spewed 

Hades out of its mouth as a FLOOD to sweep the children of Twin Flames away and to strip 

Twin Flames from the Guru and from each other. 

 

So, in 2021 the Legions of Hades called the Millennials and our children are now 30 

years old or younger and are now standing in Cancer on the 6 o’clock line with their Holy Christ 

Selves (their Bridegroom) to wield the Scepter of the Trinity to turn back the Serpents seed, the 

legions of Hades, whose king, Jesus tells us is Abaddon, Apollyon in Greek, at 3 Scorpio.  The 

Hades generation are come to test our souls and those of our children.  Will we allow them to 

divide us (Twin Flames) or will we raise the scepter of the authority of our Holy Christ Selves 

and cast this generation into the flame of our Sun as taught us by Helios on 7/4/91?  Will we 

invoke the fire from heaven to descend as Lord Shiva and his Legions, to destroy the destroyers 

who have come to carry out the will of their king, Abaddon; as taught us by Jesus, in the 

Revelations given through John?  Will we allow the destroyers to once again, destroy our 

civilization as we did on Atlantis or will we consume them in the flame of our hearts, by LOVE?  

See Rose of Light 6/29/1990, the Turning Point between Divine Love and Human love, now in 

the Leo cycle in the 32nd year on the DESCENDANT in the summer of 2021? 

 

The North Node shows us where we are to create and exercise New Patterns at 9 Gemini 

in the 4th house, first decant.  Call upon the flame of Illumination to consume our IGNORANCE, 

our spiritual blindness and our mental density (i.e., lower frequency, vibration, and velocity of 

our consciousness). Become the Twin of Gemini, Wisdom’s flame by right choice and action.  

Thus, by the fire of the heart we recreate our own future by right thought that becomes right 

desire, God’s desiring in us that will change (Turning of Worlds) the world.   

 

The US midheaven at 3 Gemini over the White House, the 10th house cusp represents the 

Corporate Class, the aristocratic great LAND OWNERS, the 13 families who govern America, 

and their Power Elite. 

 

The Yod represents several concepts.  It is the invisible hand of God in the affairs of the 

Nation.  It is also, the hands of God, those through whom he works in events because they 

surrender to his will.  It is also the hidden government of the Cabal operating behind the secrecy 

of America’s classified system of government.  We call them the Illuminati.  The Yod also 
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represents the Turning Point, the Zero Point, the fork in the road in America’s destiny.  The right 

to be or not to be. See Mother’s Discourse in Climb the Highest Mountain Series, Christ and 

Antichrist. 

 

The two Yods define for the American people and the I AM Race worldwide the 

crossroads at which we stand in 2021.  All are choosing in 2021, defining who we really are, the 

individuality of the Sun or the personality of their own creation.  See Mother’s July 4th Address, 

1996, “To Be or Not to Be”.  America at the crossroads in 2021 is choosing to be: 

 

1. The fulfillment of America’s Destiny, Patriot or Loyalist.   They are Awakening or 

Woke?  They are making their Final Declaration of Independence from the fallen 

angels or joining their Great Reset.  Silence is consent (Woke), a fundamental precept 

of the law of man and God.   America is deciding in 2021 to change the future by 

Casting Out the fallen ones or to accept their Persecution, even Mother told staff, 

their Holocaust.  Mother calls this consciousness, the doomsday consciousness.    

 

2. America is choosing to gather together as the 1 million Patriots and Pioneers to fill 

the vacuum of those cast into the flame of our SUN by the scepter of authority of 

each ones Holy Christ Self (see Helios 91). 

 

3. The twelve and thirteenth Tribes are choosing to fulfill the Mission of Twin Flames 

with Maitreya or to unite with our dwellers (Pluto) and join the Watchers in 

Capricorn, even by standing by and doing nothing.   Initiating an age of Light or 

Darkness. 

 

4. The thirteenth tribe is choosing to fulfill their destiny as Mother’s Mars, her chelas, 

and pass their initiations or to continue to fail their initiations, avoiding them, or 

leaving off their initiations (see Mother’s July 4th Address 1993).  Failing to meet the 

challenge of the Legions of Hades, opposition to ourselves and our children and their 

generation or life waves.  The challenge to meet the Flood out of the mouth of the 

Serpent to sweep our Twin Flames and our children out of the wilderness, during the 

last 40 years, 1981-2021.  Thereby affecting the: 

 

a. Re-union of twin flames 

b. Gathering of the lost components of our soul’s inner children. 

c. The protection of all children from the legions of Hades 

d. 144 who remain the Lambs chosen and faithful… becoming the 144,000 

e. 1st Resurrection vs 2nd Resurrection Rev 20:4-5 

f. Raise arms of the Guru in the Helios cycle of each year- for the judgment of 

the reprobate and the salvation of the lightbearers. 

i. Since 1958 

ii. Since 1991, 33 years to complete the mission of the Summit 

Lighthouse.  1991-2024. 

iii. 2000, the 21st century, the first 33 years to give birth to Christ in 

America. 
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The Moon represents the people, women in particular who sit under their own vine & fig 

tree in the 4th house, the Daughters of the Republic.  We have a role to play as Mothers and as 

the embodied universal Divine Mother Flame, to cast out Apollyon, king of the destroyers, the 

Legions of Hades.  Mother taught us, call upon Shiva as his Shakti, the destroyer of the 

destroyers who would destroy America. Revelations chapter 9. 

 

Apollyon is using the moon forces against the Spirit of the Nation, in her People.  

Attacking those who have fled to the Wilderness on the wings of a Great Eagle (Scorpio) 

(Capricorn) as the Dragon attacks in Revelations 12.  Their only recourse is to TRANS-form as 

the soul flies into the SUN, becoming the Phoenix.  This is the mission of Individual Christs with 

their Holy Women (soul ruled by the Moon), the souls of Twin Flames.  As the soul of the chela 

at 9 CAP transforms into the Phoenix, the Christ Flame to defend the Guru-Father-Mother as 

prophesied by Morya on 2/3/1985.  The soul creates at the North Node, new patterns of 

defending Mercury & the SUN vs LILITH.   

 

Lilith are those women, those souls (male and female) who reject the love of the DIVINE 

Mother (see Rose Light) in Guru Ma and her Guru Morya.  These are the Black Magicians on the 

mountain who have become their Dwellers and who follow the Watchers.  They are the Modreds 

of whom Morya El has spoken.  He describes it as the Great Drama. 

 

Apollyon is the King of the Locusts, the god of plagues.  Mother taught us to call on Lord 

Shiva and his legions to destroy these destroyers.  These are the Legions of Hades, the 

Millennials.  They are come to follow Wormwood, the god of communism.  Described by Morya 

on 8/7/1987. 

 

The YOD is also the Great Awakening of the American Patriots and the Revival of the 

American Spirit of Freedom in the hearts of 10% of her people.   These are they who are 

awakening to Jupiter conjunct Saturn at winter solstice 2020 and the new 20-year cycle of 

coming out of her or receiving her karma…Rev 18:4.   Also, Jupiter is transiting to conjunct 

Neptune, her casual body.  Jupiter is come to gather his elect.   These are the American Patriots 

of the Coming Revolution. 

 

Jupiter (the Guru), is the Father in the SUN/SON who is come for the judgment of the 

electronic belts of Saturn and Neptune which are gathering as the WOKE to the banner of 

Communism, the Great RESET. 

 

 Sun at 0 Cancer rules the discipline of our moods, our emotional disturbances in old age.  

Rules the discipline, parenting and teaching of our children including the re-parenting of our 

Inner Children.  The mother flame teaches our children to know and to understand the law of the 

Father.  The Sun enters Cancer, the Omega Return to rule the moods of our inner children on the 

IC and cast into the flame of the Heart, the Personalities of the soul’s creation.  The Sun calls all 

(Inner) Children to him.  The Sun commands the Father in heaven to bind the Watchers and our 

dwellers and those of Black Magicians, under the authority of the solar hierarchy of Capricorn. 
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Our souls (Moon) are called to demonstrate the mastery of the 12 rays over the water 

trine with Jupiter in Pisces, Sun in Cancer, and Abaddon in Scorpio.  The soul is called in the fall 

and summer of 2021 to demonstrate with the Moon in the 8th house 3rd decant, her attainment of 

Christ and by the authority of her Christ’ Scepter, bind the forces moving across the land, in our 

counties, cities and states, and across the American government, in the executive, legislature, and 

judicial branches of the federal, as well as the state and local levels of government. 

 

By the authority of the SON’s office and his scepter of authority bind Abaddon, who is 

using the Moon to cull the people in their old age, including our children, Sun in 5th house, by 

the r-forces unleashed across the land.  Free the people by the light of the heart, by the Judgment 

of Helios. 

 

The water trine, takes either the right-handed path or the left-handed path.  These are the 

counter clockwise and clockwise paths of each trine.  Imagine you are standing on the clock at 

any point on the water trine.  Extend your hands.  Imagine you are standing on Pisces, at 2 

o’clock and reaching out, you find Scorpio in your right hand and Cancer in your left.  Mother 

Mary teaches us that the positive expression of Pisces, God Mastery of the flow of water, our 

feelings express itself as God Vision in Scorpio, remembrance of the vision.  Whereas the 

negative expression of Pisces’ fear and doubt expresses itself in Cancer as hesitation, indecision 

and the misuse and the perversion of the Mother’s light.  This teaching applies to all trines on the 

cosmic clock. 

 

 These forces, described by Nicolas Tesla as the F & r forces are playing out through the 

Jupiter Neptune & the Saturn Uranus (War) cycles.  These are playing out through the new cold 

war begun by the NEOCONS (RHINOS), in 1991- in Iraq and then in Afghanistan. 

 

We are being tested in the Quadrant Nadir-Descendant to forge New Patterns on the 

North Node at 9 Gemini for the American People re: Christ mastery by God Wisdom over our 

past ignorance of the law and over our mood momentums of emotional disturbances because of 

our past attachments to materialism and our egos’ pride.  We are also, called to invoke the Sun 

presence of the solar hierarchies to supplant the influence of the Moon upon man’s 

consciousness (Tesla’s r-force). 

 

This quad also tests the people to determine who sit under their own vine and fig trees 

and are God taught.  Dividing these from those who succumb to the dominant egos who demand 

groupthink and co-dependency upon their will, in church and state.   

 

This quad also rules the testing of the souls of the people in the 6th house in the 33rd year 

in Virgo of the Safe passage through the dark night of the soul and the spirit to see who will pass 

their initiations in 2021 of learning from their experiences in the wilderness these last 40 years 

with these dominant egos and will now invoke illumination’s flame to consume their past 

patterns of ignorance so that they can sit under their own Bodhi tree and be God Taught…self-

knowledge.  Who has come to 2021 with oil in their lamps and fruit upon their vines dressed for 

the wedding with their Groom?  
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These tests are forging in the American people and the I AM Race, the Creative Minority, 

that Arnold Toynbee tells us will forge the new civilization foretold as the coming Golden Age 

of Aquarius.  This creative minority will emerge over the next 30 months as the 21st century’s 

American Patriots, who will bring America into the Golden Age. 
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     24. References to the Backlash: Pearls 

  volume 4 number 30 El Morya 

  volume 15 number 35 Mother Mary, "it is the hour of victory for those who are  

       ready to draw forth the light and challenge  

       the tale of the great Dragon... the tail of  

       man's own carnality". 
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  volume 24 number 51-Gautama Buddha, "study the backlash of the Dragon's tail" 

  volume 28 number 26-the Messenger, "... but really do not focus on an issue and  

     wrestle with it... you feel the backlash, you know you have  

     aroused those serpents. And they start attacking.... you start 

     shying away from those decrees... Keepers of Flame, you  

     must go after them! Whatever the cost... 

  volume 29 number 23 footnote 3 Kuthumi speaks of Gemini Sagittarius  

misqualified as envy and jealousy become revenge and 

retaliation…the backlash against the lightbearers as 

returning karma. The momentum of revenge of the falled 

ones unleashed. 

 

  volume 29 number 10- Sanat Kumara, "the light does increase. The darkness is  

     uncovered. As quickly as the gross darkness, and the force  

     of the anti-mind that you feel, is come upon you, recognize  

     it as a chemical aviation or backlash, the result of your  

     work rush to send it into the stream of cosmic light   

     descending". 

 

Vol 27 No. 29 Beloved Serapis Bey published June 3, 1984, Dictated April 8, 1984. 

• 33-year spiral of ascension’s flame in heart of Mother and 

Mystical Body and the Church.  The flame is for the testing and the 

trying of the nations.  Raise up one spiral a year…a dispensation. 

• Jesus taken down off the cross with MA and the chelas. 

• Conqueror fear (Pisces and Saturn) in sub conscious, an illusion to 

subdue you. 

• Is no sin, fallen ones condemn, pick yourselves up and move on. 

• Very day an initiation is to come, there will be a test of pride or 

ambition…anger; 5 secret rays. 

 

Vol 28 No. 45 Beloved Goddess of Liberty published Nov 10, 1985, Dictated Aug 10, 

1985. 

• New 24-year plan associated with 33-year spiral summer solstice, 

1985, has to do with causal bodies of MA and yourselves and your 

twin flames.  We are on schedule. 

• Calculate the tests.  Observe the intruder.  Each day note what it 

is that first intrudes upon your tryst with the Lord, with your 

Bridegroom…whether from within or without… 

 

Vol. 29 No. 24 Beloved Sanat Kumara published June 9, 1986, Dictated Jan 26, 1986 

• Purity to consume the disease of the 7 last plagues. 

• The ancient mantle is restored; upon Mother.  Who is Mother? 

• You are in embodiment for one purpose, chakras accelerate 

Purity...by power of Secret Rays. 
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• The mantle upon the Mother does drive back these fallen 

ones…they must receive their judgement. 

 

Vol 31 NO. 29 Beloved Maha Chohan published June 19, 1988, Dictated Feb 21, 1988 

• Love’s testing of a planet and a people 

• Holy Spirit Initiations to a Planet via 4 planets in Capricorn (4 

Horsemen) 

• ..as the planetary water levels rise, as the tides rise…Age of 

Aquarius sets a new standard…a greater Love. 

• Mars the trigger 

• Tester whose signs are Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune 

• A cycle of great awakening and enlightenment, by embrace the 

Spirit of the Living God... 

• Many are NOT prepared 

• You may invoke unlimited light at this time as the other planets 

appearing, representative of the Divine Mother…Venus, Jupiter, 

and Sun, even the Moon… 

• Freedom is of the Holy Spirit, let it not catch you off guard, 

freedom is a power and a momentum seek the path of the 5 Secret 

Rays to keep God-Control and know these 5 Secret Ray 

initiations in the earth are the cause of the disturbances in the 

nations and governments and the sudden burdens upon the 

people. 

• If Holy Spirit come not, there be no deliverance.  The same light 

that is become the testing of souls is become the opening…you 

ascend in vibration 

Vol 32 No. 62 Beloved Cyclopea with Virginia, published Dec 17, 1989, Dictated Nov 

26, 1989 

• Placing the Capstone on the Pyramid of the United States of 

America. 

• Convergence of Heaven and Earth…meeting of souls ascended and 

unascended in the Eye of the capstone.  Capstone is where we meet 

ascended hosts…no longer a separation in the Mystical Body of 

God…America is the designated place for this convergence… 

• Hold fast ...sustain Love…magnetizes Wisdom and Power 

• Putting the brake on those camped in the Soviet Union…out of 

hell, the astral plane, but also aliens in their spacecraft, 

intermingling with Soviet society.  They come for one purpose: to 

destroy the USA as the place prepared where heaven and earth 

shall meet.  They have not met their timetable...to prevent placing 

of this capstone on the pyramid of America…any holocaust or war 

that they should stage will not have been in time to prevent this 

manifestation. 

• Let the victory be sustained… 
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Vol 33 No. 35 Beloved El Morya published Sept 9, 1990, Dictated Aug 7, 1990 

• Plan to reach the light bearers…tear down the walls of hatred 

erected by the fallen ones around TSL 

• Astrology squares, oppositions, and conjunctions are challenges, 

not obstacles, conflicts, and opposition 

• Sustain the capstone of the pyramid  

• Purpose of all time is to preserve and protect this activity...gain 

God-Mastery 

• Clear the 7 deadly fears (Napoleon Hill) from your worlds that you 

may precipitate that supply. 

• Alliance with Kuthumi, that psychologist, assist you in transmuting 

the negatives by seeing through them, by blowing them away by 

Love and Mercy 

• Bless your enemies, all from whom you receive negative 

vibrations and matrices.  They present you the test, you would 

pass, the initiation you would get through (that obstacle) you 

one day would overcome; when you no longer carry their 

challenges. 

• They are the initiators who come from the dark side.  Bless 

them for the great strengthening you have received [from God 

as you determine to meet those challenges victoriously] Bless 

them for the lessons you have learned so that you could pass the 

tests of Maitreya and the Cosmic Christ when they did come.  Thus 

God-Gratitude for all who have ever injured you.  In that state of 

mind [trines, sextiles, quintiles] you become invulnerable and 

invincible, it is then that the ANGELS can permanently mend the 

holes in your garments. 

• Let the word live in you and let the work, as its complement be for 

the anchoring and the balance.  Let our chelas speak the word 

because they have assimilated it, as part of their total being. 

 

Vol 33 No. 6 The Messenger, published Fed 11, 1990, Given May 21, 1989 NYC 

• Prophecy for the 1990’s III; The four horsemen: A 2,000-Year 

Ride 

• Based on a vision Feb 22, 1989  

 

 

Vol 34 No. 40 Beloved Helios, published Aug 18, 1991, Dictated July 4, 1991 

• Unto you is the cup of victory 

• Judgment of the power elite 

• Mighty scepter of the Trinity in the hand of the Holy Christ Self 

• The SUN consumes all unlike itself.  You can do anything 

through the Cosmic Christ consciousness of the SUN.  
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Remember that ye are God’s, and He holds you close…the only 

distance you know is time and space conditioned by 

inharmony. 

• …the dark clouds of the fallen ones that attempt to cover and 

eclipse the SUN of your I AM Presence. 

• Let not the eclipse of the sun or moon in any way mar the 

blessings of the Sun of your soul and the Sun of your I AM 

Presence!  Defeat that astrology…unto you is the cup of victory.  

Remind yourself daily, I am a son or daughter of Helios and Vesta. 

• …these wings are the wings of the mind…of God Mercury…of 

Venus.  Draw down the SUN into the lowest depths of the 

physical plane…unto the 33 steps... you can by the power of the 

SUN rout those fallen ones bind death and hell, cast them into 

the lake of fire of your own SUN. 

• Fallen ones remain until the people (1st house) decide to reject 

them, for they will no longer worship them, they will no longer 

accept their standards.  It is YOU who have given them haven!  

Divest yourselves of all that consciousness…they will no longer 

be able to abide. The earth is …St Germain’s and Portia’s and 

it is their turn with God and Goddess Meru to remake this 

world into the kingdom of heaven and you assisting… 

• Fallen ones remain because it is the kingdom of the fallen 

ones…have set up their underworld and they rise from the 

underworld to move against you. 

• Do not allow it; Helios has placed a mighty scepter in the hand 

of your Christ Self.  Call to your Christ Self to use that scepter 

in the name of the Son of God (SUN) in the name of Jesus 

Christ, Maitreya, Gautama, Sanat Kumara.  Call to him to use 

that scepter 

• Fallen ones are quaking at 33 levels of hell today, and in the 

White House, Congress, the Supreme Court and in every 

legislature of this nation and the world.  They exist by the 

sponsorship of the Hierarchy of Light and they are on Earth this 

day where ever they are to know in consciousness that that 

sponsorship is withdrawn from them now (7:56 pm MDT).  They 

are cut off.  The dispensation is gone, it is done with. 

Let the decree of the KOFs resound that the judgment is come in 

the physical dimension unto those who have misused the chain of 

Hierarchy, every fallen one whosoever followed after that Arch 

deceiver Lucifer. 


